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Situation
S7 Airlines is a Russian airline with the widest domestic route network in 

the country. Upon becoming a Oneworld Global Airline Alliance member, 

S7 aimed to increase the number of its international destinations in 2016 

while retaining or improving the traffic on domestic routes. 

In order to accomplish the goal with greater success, S7 Airlines needed  

to insure that their brand communicated well across international 

audiences and had the awareness attached to the name.  



Goals
1.  (Primary objective) Communication 

1.1. Increase brand awareness abroad 

1.2. Communicate the brand messages ‘Chase happiness’  

2.  (Secondary objective) Commercial 

2.1. Introduce international destinations 

2.2. Improve passenger traffic 



Strategy
The ultimate strategy was to create a viral branded content 

video that would create positive buzz around the S7 Airlines 

brand and create strong associations with S7 as a modern 

airline for dreamers and doers in the minds of people all 

over the world.



Strategy
American indie rock band OK Go had mastered and 

defined what an ‘video virus’ was in the early 2010s, and 

had since produced a number of successful music 

videos in collaboration with brands such as Samsung, 

Honda, Google, Chevrolet, and others. 



THE PROJECT WOULD INCORPORATE CLASSIC ELEMENTS 
OF OK GO VIDEOS THAT MADE THEM VIRAL & ENGAGING:



INTRICATE CHOREOGRAPHY



SURREAL ART DIRECTION



UNIQUE PRACTICAL TRICK / GIMMICK



CREATIVE WORK



https://www.facebook.com/okgo/videos/vb.7112765682/10153210535420683/?type=2&theater


Results



Exclusive partnership with Facebook was crucial to the success of the campaign. A YouTube 

release of the video was vetoed for 48 hours since launch, with the traffic instead directed 

exclusively towards OK Go’s Facebook page. The results saw a 400% faster views accumulation 

compared to the band’s latest video on YouTube in the first 24 hours (>25 million against 6,11),  

and one of the largest trending videos every made by the band.

Facebook

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u1ZB_rGFyeU






Thanks to these stats and the massive publicity (more than 

500 press sources online and in print: CNN, BBC, ABC, 

etc.) that followed the video release, more than 1 billion 

impressions were generated on the first four days since 

launch (source: BB Gun Press / Exodus Entertainment)

Media











The partnership with OK Go also meant that S7 Airlines 

would be referenced every time OK Go releases another 

video as one of the band’s “greatest hits” and their most 

successful video to date — as was the case with “One 

Moment” video released in September:

Media





Noteworthy (non-press) impressions and shares were made 

by: NASA, Disney, and the first person to land on the Moon, 

Buzz Aldrin.

Mentions

https://twitter.com/NASA/status/697888844126023680
https://www.facebook.com/DisneyPixar/videos/vb.35245929077/10154126372524078/?type=3&theater
https://www.facebook.com/DisneyPixar/videos/vb.35245929077/10154126372524078/?type=3&theater


S7 Airlines Facebook and Instagram profiles saw a 60% increase in 

followers since 11 Feb 2016, the largest uptick ever registered by 

the brand. The increase is attributed to the clickable referral to S7 

socials embedded inside OK Go’s Facebook video: 21% of >50m 

viewers proceeded to S7 Airlines page after watching the video.

Social



After the campaign wrapped, S7 Airlines commissioned a brand awareness study 

in territories they were most likely to extend their operations to: Germany, Spain, 

Italy, and Greece. Over 10,000 respondents took part in anonymous online survey.  

Recall of the brand on average was 29%, which is rather high for a non-domestic 

airline. Relatively few viewers misattributed the video to OK Go, and nearly half 

said they either couldn’t remember or couldn’t tell what the brand was.  

Awareness





Partnering with OK Go created a halo effect for S7 Airlines: almost a third (31%)  

of viewers said the video made them want to know more about the company, while 

23% said that they would consider flying with S7 Airlines. This effect was especially 

noticeable among 25 to 34-year-olds, who were the brand’s preferred target.

Awareness



The video evoked strong emotional responses among a large number of viewers – 

a defining characteristic of intrinsically shareable content. Surprise (a cognitive 

response rather than an emotion) was almost as widespread as amazement. In 

other words, the video made people think, which helped to amplify emotions.

Attitude



"Upside Down & Inside Out" was seen as a cool and innovative video, and people 

wanted to be first to tell their friends about it. It also influenced the way they 

perceived the brand, which aligned with S7 Airlines brand messages messages: 

‘Chase happiness’ and ‘Think outside the box’.

Attitude



Since February 2016, S7 Airlines were successful in establishing new international 

routes in Western Europe, including Berlin, Dusseldorf, Malaga, Turin, Ibiza, and 

Rhodes. In December, for the first time ever in S7 Airlines history, the growth on 

the international routes exceeded the growth on the domestic ones: 16.7% and 

15.6% correspondingly.

New routes



The growth on the domestic routes amounts to 27.5%. S7 Airlines has carried 

9,652,556 passengers on flights within Russia. The international flights of the 

airline have been used by 3,493,913 passengers, which is by 14.1% more than in 

2015. In total, S7 Airlines carried 13,146,469 passengers in 2016, which is 15% 

more than in 2015.

Traffic



This is also one of the highest traffic growth metrics registered in Europe in 2016 

(source: Flight Airline Business). 



S7 Airlines closed the financial year with their net profit tripled,  

with 2016 becoming their most successful year in history.

P.S.


